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The QEC University of Balochistan obtained feedback from students through Program Team (PT) covering all departments at both faculties for continuous improvement Proforma-1 (student program completion survey) has comprised two parts, Part-1 was to obtain feedback on academic programs (expectation, learning / teaching and assessment and overall program evaluation). The 2nd part was to have information about university experience such as library and IT facilities available on campus, student welfare and support, campus services and overall University evaluation.

The QEC after evaluation came up with the following strengths and weaknesses at University level as per student assessment.

**Strengths:**

1. The Academic Programs (subjects) were up to the satisfaction of the students.
2. Students gained knowledge and skills and program of study was relevant for future employment.
3. Satisfaction on quality of teaching, campus facilities and their overall University experience.

**Weaknesses:**

1. Lack of facilities such as IT, books, journals, computer on campus and IT trainings.
2. Lack of assessment tests in individual departments.
3. Shortage or lack of teaching rooms, catering services, shops, entertainments and sports facilities.
4. Poor teaching methods.
5. Political strikes impacting negatively on studies.